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 The way you design your meetings, directly impacts how you inspire 

and engage guests.  Guests are more involved and have more of a 

memory association when they experience a wow.   

 We will learn how to create the best attendee experience through 

furniture and set up  

 Identify how to work furniture into your meetings and various 

opportunities 

 How furniture impacts your ROI – Make it functional decor 

Why furniture?  



General Sessions 



  Adult learners don’t function well in “classroom” settings and lose attention 

when uncomfortable, bad audio and hindered lines of vision. 

 Create a VIP section example: Incentivizing sales people 

 Create levels and tiers to not block site-lines and diversify the look 

 Mixing up the product and arrangement can be a budget friendly 

option 

 Think of the demographics and overall goals of the meeting. Keep the 

design brand oriented  

 Rethink the layout – Does not have to be in rows 

General Session 



Re-Charge Lounges 



 Do not loose attendees because their devises need to be re-

charged or they need to step out  

 Create a separate lounge space in a breakout room 

 Make it comfortable and allow them to re-charge their devises as well 

as mentally 

 Results are a higher attendance and less stressed attendees  

 Must include pieces with outlets and tables for working 

 Can brand with #hashtags for multi-engagement 

Re-Charge Lounges 



Educational Pods 



 More engaging and interactive educational experience 

 Face-to-face communication 

 Peer-to-Peer learning  

 Re-arrange the furniture during multi-day meetings for various set 

ups = cost savings 

 Great for Idea sharing, education and training  

 Allows for networking and relationship building 

Educational Pods 



Food & Beverage Design 

The Ritz-Carlton Georgetown 

Peter Frascarelli & Lauren Okonkwo 



The Ritz-Carlton, Georgetown 

• History of Hotel 

• Scenography 

“Inspired by Fire” 

 



 

 

Let Us Stay with You 

 
 

https://vimeo.com/43567688
https://vimeo.com/43567688
https://vimeo.com/43567688


• Meetings Imagined is an online platform modeled on the user-
friendly Pinterest.com. Meetings Imagined provides expert tips on everything 
related to meetings, including networking activities, maximizing social media 
exposure and how to create the right meeting environment. Meetings Imagined 
also includes the latest meeting trends and hundreds of inspirational images to 
spark creativity.  

 

• Marriott International’s research discovered that there are seven purposes for 
meetings: celebrate, decide, educate, ideate, network, produce and promote.  

 

• Meetings Imagined allows meeting planners to design their meeting with the 
purpose in mind; the website is curated around these purposes and the 
component building blocks of meetings - setup, food & drink, tech & supplies, and 
experiences. 

 

• It is intended to assist the planner, from inspiration through execution. 

http://www.pinterest.com/


Unique Stations and Displays 

 

 



Beverage Program 



 
Surprise & Delight 
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Agenda 

 Trends 

 ROI/ROO 

 Pre-Site Engagement 

 On-Site Engagement 

 Post Site Follow-up 
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Sponsorship Trends 

IEG is the foremost expert in sponsorship data 

analytics, highlights from their association sponsor 

survey: 

 54% reported having one employee or less 

supporting sponsorship sales 

 66% of companies are considering investing in new 

sponsorships 
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Sponsorship Trends, continued 

From IEG’s What Sponsors Want From Partners report: 

 Exclusivity – the only company within their product/service 

category associated with that sponsorship 

 Measuring ROI/ROO most valued by sponsors  

 Sponsorship sellers fall short on ROI measurement (73%) 
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How To Ensure ROI/ROO 

 Discovery  

   -Sponsors: short/long term goals? 

 -Why are they participating? 

 -What’s important? 

 -Budgets? 
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Creating ROI/ROO 

 Company’s need more from their investment 

 According to Dave Lutz, Velvet Chainsaw 

Consulting, sponsors want:   

 1.  easier engagement with attendees 

 2.  better experience with attendees  

 3.  to provide something the attendees value 
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Pre-Event Engagement  

 Social Media 

 Special invites from president of association to 

key attendees on sponsors behalf 

 Conduct surveys to membership based on 

sponsor’s questions 
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On-Site Engagement 
 

 
 Create exclusive meet/greet areas  

 Offering a demo area in exhibit hall 

 Private meet/greet with general session speaker 

 Book signing or head shot lounge 

 Host a thank you event with Board 

 Pre-sell next convention’s offerings  
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Post convention follow-up 

 Personalized communication 

 Social Media 

 Focus Groups with sponsors  

 Follow up with sponsor’s key clients 

 Customize survey for sponsors 
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Q&A 

Thank you…. 
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How the right keynote speaker can 

enhance the education experience 

 

PCMA  Capital Chapter  

Thursday, July 20, 2015 

 

John Truran, Senior VP 

www.kepplerspeakers.com 



What we’ll cover 

• Your meeting objectives 

• Pros and cons of a tailored or 

customized presentation 

• Adding value  

 

  

 



What are your 

challenges when 

choosing a speaker? 



 

 

Three types of speakers 

 
Professional speakers 

 

Celebrity speakers 

 

Activist speakers 



 Your meeting & event 

objectives 



A tailored presentation 

Any man who makes a speech more than six 

times a year is bound to repeat himself, not 

because he has little to say, but because he 

wants applause and the old stuff gets it.  

    William Feather 



No speech customization 

• Big name politicians 

• Celebrities 

• Storytellers  



 

  

Standard speech customization 

versus 

deep speech customization 

 



Adding 

value 



 

 

How to get more than just a speech… 
 

 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

 

and 

 

ON-SITE 



Contact Information 

John Truran - Keppler Speakers 

jtruran@kepplerspeakers.com 

www.kepplerspeakers.com 

703.516.4000 

 

 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/KepplerSpeakers  



Three Degrees of Speech-Tailoring 
 
One question The Speaker Experts hear on a daily basis from clients is “Will the speaker tailor their 

presentation for our group?” A direct and seemingly simple question, the answer in most cases is “yes”. 

However, when you have a candid conversation with professional speakers about presentations that did 

not go well, the common denominator is often the concept of speech customization. 

The Speaker Experts feel there are three degrees of speech customization. Understanding where your 

speaker falls in this continuum of tailoring is the key to minimizing the risk of disappointment when it 

comes to the speaker’s customized content for your organization. Let’s examine these Levels: 

No Speech Customization: These speakers are master storytellers, and their speech is an emotional 

roller coaster of a tale that tends to be synonymous to a one-man or woman play. Examples of speakers 

at this level are Gene Kranz, Flight Director of Apollo 13, and Dr. Beck Weathers, whose story is 

chronicled in the best-selling book “Into Thin Air” (the film adaptation is slated for release next year, 

starring James Brolin as Dr. Beck Weathers.)  When speakers like this tell their stories, it is up to each 

member of the audience to pull out content relevant to their personal life and career. 

A breakdown in communication can occur if a speaker bureau sends a standard event questionnaire to 

the customer asking for detailed information and implying that the speaker will customize their 

presentation. 

 

Standard Speech Customization: 

Most professional speakers will fall into this category. Clients receive an event questionnaire and 

participate in pre-event conference calls with the speaker to discuss the meeting and desired outcome 

for the presentation. Clients can expect the speaker to have an understanding of the following: 

 Who is in the audience and why they are there 

 The meeting theme and challenges facing the audience 

 Acronyms to use/not use 

 Where the speech fits into the meeting scheme, and the desired outcome for the presentation 

 Politically-sensitive areas to avoid during the presentation 

 Who else is speaking at the event and how said speaker’s content compares 

 



Deep Speech Customization:  

This process combines the previous components of standard speech customization, but can also include 

the following tools to help the speaker get a deeper understanding of the organization: 

 Multiple meetings with the organization’s leadership at various levels 

 Meetings with the organization’s clients, and in some cases, competitors 

 “Mystery” visits to franchises or places of business 

 Post event de-brief papers and follow-up 

 Social media pre- and post-event presence 

 

The tailoring of a presentation by a professional speaker is an important element of the speaker bureau-

speaker-customer relationship and it can be integral to the education experience of the audience. 

However, all three parties must be on the same page for the process to work effectively. If executed 

properly, a tailored speech is a work of art that will have a long-term impact on your audience. 

The one trap to avoid is pushing the speaker into changing or customizing the presentation past their 

capabilities or comfort zone. You would not walk into a 5 star restaurant and tell the chef de cuisine, “I’ll 

have the Malaysian Beef Curry but replace the beef with fish, leave out the red shallots and double the 

ginger peel”. The dish-and the dining experience-would be ruined, as would being overly-enthusiastic 

about altering a speaker’s presentation. Show the speaker which a la carte options you would like and 

leave the recipe for success to the speaker. They have cooked this dish a thousand times and know what 

works! 

 

Reprinted with permission of The Speaker Experts© 

www.thespeakerexperts.com 

 

http://www.thespeakerexperts.com/

